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Please respond to bcc

jeanpublic@yahoo.com Subject Fw: THE POOR PEOPLE ARE FORGOTTEN IN THESE

RULES - attn peter g mccabe+

i cannot attend the below meetings but do have, comments for the bar and court
rules,''

amicus briefs should be able to be submitted by poor people without having to
pay hundreds of dollars when they see a case they have input on. the court
should be able to hear from poor people as well as the rich people who can
hire attorneys to speak for them. the poor people are presently stifled by us
courts and treated always with disdain.

the taxpayers want us govt employees to be sued for all they own they they get
tax dollars in corrupt fashion, taxpayers want the money back. taxpayers want
the rules to say the corrupt govt officials go to jail, paying for their own
jail costs and they want these corrupt govt officials to lose their entire
pensions and entire life savings, the corruption situation in govt has reached
a zenith. nobody is protecting taxpayers anymore.

a floppy disc version of a document should be allowed and should be easily
gotten by poor people for low price.

rule 30 - allow use by public of audio tapes in the courtroom, of course this
should be allowed.

rule 33 and 36 - it is time that discovery responses are attributied
mandatorily to the person signing the document and if someone else has been a
mouthpiece for a response, that mandatorily must be noted.

re pro se litigants--some pro ses should be sitting in on the committee making
rules for pro se litigants, such committee should not be making rules in
absentia. i volunteer.

gender discrimination against females, old people and discrimination against
poor people also exists in the nations' courts and must be stamped out. it is
more rampant than racial discrimination, everybody is afraid of racial
discrimination but the other discriminatory acts are gotten away with every
day of the week. a new suggestion needs immediate action.

b sachau
15 elm st
florham park nj07932
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